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2004 Guy David, Université de Paris-Sud. Singu-
lar Sets of Minimizers for the Mumford-Shah
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2005 Antonio Ambrosetti and Andrea Malchiodi,
SISSA, Italy. Perturbation Methods and Semilin-
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Pere Pascual Gainza
Director of the

Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Foundation

Mathematics at the University of Barcelona

Building of the UB The Cloister

The University of Barcelona (UB) has recently
celebrated its 555 anniversary. It is the univer-
sity of Catalonia which has the biggest number
of students and offers the widest and most com-
plete range of courses including undergraduate
degrees, masters and doctorate programs. It is
also the leading center for university research
in Spain in terms of number of research pro-

grams and excellence of results. The faculties
of the University of Barcelona are distributed
along four main campuses in different places of
the city of Barcelona.

The University of Barcelona has been offer-
ing studies of Mathematics since the 16th cen-
tury. In modern times the Faculty of Mathe-
matics of the University of Barcelona was cre-
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ated in 1974 as a result of the splitting of the
former Faculty of Sciences into several new fac-
ulties.

It is located at the historical building at
Plaça Universitat in the center of the city. The
building was begun in 1863 and was declared a
national monument of historic and artistic in-
terest in 1970.

The Faculty of Mathematics offers studies of
Mathematics, Computer Science and Doctorate
of Mathematics.

In the academic year 2006–2007 the new
master of Advanced and Professional Mathe-
matics will start in the framework of the Euro-
pean Space of High Education.

The faculty has a
staff of 117 people ded-
icated to both teaching
and research. They are
organised in several
well-established and
internationally recog-
nized research groups
in the following re-
search areas: Alge-
braic Geometry, Commutative Algebra, Com-

plex Analysis, Differential Geometry, Dy-
namical Systems, History of Mathematics,
Mathematical Logic, Number Theory, Real
and Functional Analysis, Statistics, Stochas-
tic Processes, Topology, Volume Visualization
and Artificial Intelligence.

In association with the Faculty there is
a research institute called IMUB (Institut de
Matemàtiques de la Universitat de Barcelona).
The Institute is devoted to advanced research
and training in any field of pure and applied
Mathematics. More precisely, its main objec-
tives are the support to research in Mathemat-
ics through the organisation of scientific activi-
ties and the promotion of interdisciplinary work
among researchers from different fields of Math-
ematics. It also edites the journal Collectanea
Mathematica, which was founded by Professor
José M. Orts in 1948 and is the oldest mathe-
matical journal in Spain. The journal publishes
high quality original research papers in pure
and applied Mathematics.

The mathematical library of the University
of Barcelona is one of the best in Spain and
the biggest of Catalonia. It has about 18,000
monographs and 669 journals.

Mathematics Faculty
University of Barcelona

Mathematics at the Autonomous University of Barcelona

Catalonia holds a significant place in interna-
tional mathematical output, with a 0.5 % share
of all publications worldwide. According to the
Report on Research in Catalonia (reproduced
in this issue of SCM/Not́ıcies), Catalonia is
in sixth place —after Israel, France, Switzer-
land, Canada and Denmark— in terms of the
number per inhabitant of mathematical arti-
cles published in quality journals. In Spain,
the university rankings consistently place the
Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB)
(www.uab.cat) in the top three or four places
and, according to the analysts, the UAB’s De-
partment of Mathematics holds the top posi-
tions in the different established classifications,
due to the quality of its research and its teach-
ing staff.

The UAB’s Department of Mathematics
has 56 full-time professors, a total teach-
ing and research staff of 129 mathematicians
and is home to 13 highly competitive re-
search groups. The department offers gradu-
ate studies in Mathematics and statistics and
double degrees in Mathematics and computer
sciences and Mathematics and statistics, as
well as several master’s and doctoral courses.
The fact that all the areas of Mathemat-
ics are grouped in a single department and
that the UAB is a campus university strongly
favours the multidisciplinary nature of the re-
search and the courses. As a result of this,
we boast a department that is unique in the
Catalan scientific ambit. It is located at the
heart of one of the country’s most dynamic
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